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§ A set of m postulates is said to be ordinarily independent if no one of the m postulates is implied by the others. A set of m postulates is said to be completely independent if, and only if, there are no implicational relations existing among the properties defined either by the postulates as they stand or by the negatives of the postulates. For. if the truth or falsity of one postulate implies either that another postulate is true or that it is false, it would seem either that the two postulates are concerned with two aspects of the same fundamental property, or that there are two fundamental properties involved in such a manner that one of the postulates, at least, deals with both properties.
Whenever a, 6, c, and the indicated combinations of a, b and c are elements of K, [a\(b\c))'=(b'\a)\(c'\a).
As stated above, the negative of the first postulate implies the third, fourth, and fifth postulates. For, if K contains less than two distinct elements, these three postulates are satisfied either evidently or vacuously according as the second postulate does or does not hold. This difficulty is no longer encountered, however, if, instead of assuming postulate 1, we assume the following.
1'. There are at least four distinct elements in K.
The truth of this statement is demonstrated by the exhibition of thirty-two systems having the 2 5 = 32 possible characters (++ + ++), (++++_),..., (_.-), the ith sign being plus or minus according as the ith. postulate is or is not satisfied.
There are two systems with K* ineal&T , eight with Z dual , six with K mvle , and sixteen with K q ™ ûmï>ïe . In each case the systems have been chosen with as few elements as possible.
In accordance with custom the result of combining elements is given by means of tables. For example, if K contains two elements k and k and if h \ k = k, k \ k = h, k \h = k, and k | h = k, this will be stated in the form lUi k
h l\ h
If h | lj does not give an element in K, this will be indicated by saying that U \ lj = x. The extension of this sort of table to systems containing more than two elements is obvious.
The thirty-two systems with their indicated characters follow :
System Ilg.
System IIIi.
(-+ -+ -)
(-+-) 
